Double Jr. Notepad Cover
Supplies:
1 sheet of 9-1/4 “ x 8-1/8” cardstock
1 Jr. Legal pad (5” x 8”) that is cut in half to make 2 narrow pads

(Note: I take the entire package of the pads to the print counter at Staples
and they charge $2 to cut the stack of pads in half)

12” paper cutter w/ scoring blade
Sticky Strip
Designer Series Paper (DSP)
Stamps & other Embellishments as desired

1. Score and cut cardstock as shown in diagram.
2. Fold over the first 2-1/2” section and adhere at top and
bottom edge with sticky strip to make a pocket.
3. Place sticky strip as between the two scored lines as
shown (being careful to avoid the section between the cut lines).
Take sticky strip off and adhere to the back (right) part of
the notepad holder. Push out the cut out section to make
the pen holder.
4. Cover the top edges of the notepads with DSP.
5. Adhere to both interior sides of the notepad cover
6. Decorate front cover as desired.
7. Add pen to the holder and you’re done!
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Single Jr. Notepad Cover
Supplies:

1 sheet of 7-5/8” x 8-1/8” cardstock
1 Jr. Legal pad (5” x 8”) that is cut in half
12” paper cutter w/ scoring blade
Sticky Strip
Designer Series Paper (DSP)
Stamps & other Embellishments as desired
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Directions:
1. Score and cut cardstock as shown in diagram.
2. Fold over the first 2” section and adhere at top and
bottom edge with sticky strip to make a pocket (use circle
punch along the edge first to make a notch if desired).
3. Cover the top edge of the notepad with DSP.
4. Adhere pad to the right interior side of the notepad cover
5. Decorate front cover as desired and you’re done!
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